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ABSTRACT Association rules can detect the association pattern between POIs (point of interest) and

serve the application of indoor location. In this paper, a new index, tuple-relation, is defined, which

reflects the association strength between POI sets in indoor environment. This index considers the poten-

tial association information such as spatial and semantic information between indoor POI sets. On this

basis, a new R-FP-growth (tuple-relation frequent pattern growth) algorithm for mining association rules

in indoor environment is proposed, which makes comprehensive use of the co-occurrence probability,

conditional probability, and multiple potential association information among POI sets, to form a new

support-confidence-relation constraint framework and to improve the quality and application value of mining

results. Experiments are performed, using real Wi-Fi positioning trajectory data from a shopping mall.

Experimental results show that the tuple-relation calculation method based on cosine similarity has the best

effect, with an accuracy of 87%, and 19% higher than that of the traditional FP-growth algorithm.

INDEX TERMS Association rule, data mining, indoor trajectory, network embedding.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the core tasks in the field of data mining, asso-

ciation rules [1] can get the association patterns between

different data itemsets in the data set, so as to find out the

internal commonness of user behavior habits [2]. At present,

association rules have been widely used in recommendation

system [3], [4], auxiliary business decision-making [5], [6]

and other scenes. The core of association rules is to detect

the interdependency and association between one or more

than one item and other items. In the indoor environment,

occupying more than 70% of human activities [7]–[9], users

move and consume between indoor POIs(point of interest),

reflecting the behavior and purchase habits of indoor users.

The application of association rule algorithm in indoor envi-

ronment can capture the interdependence of indoor POI,

which plays an important role in indoor personalized infor-

mation recommendation, indoor marketing strategy formula-

tion and indoor user behavior pattern mining. For example,

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jing Bi .

the association rule ‘‘Nike→Adidas’’ indicates that the shop

POI ‘‘Nike’’ and ‘‘Adidas’’ in the indoor shopping mall has

a strong association, and also reflects a shopping tendency

of the user group, i.e., the users who have visited Nike

tend to visit Adidas. Based on such association rules, shop

information recommendation can be realized, together with

user shopping pattern mining, shopping mall marketing strat-

egy formulation and shop address selection as well as other

indoor location-based services, so as to better user’s shopping

experience.

Faced with the massive indoor trajectory data that

has exploded with the continuous development of wire-

less sensors and indoor positioning technologies [10]–[12],

the indoor original trajectory is transformed into a semantic

trajectory [13] containing the indoor POI semantic name

that the user has visited. The association rule algorithm can

detect the association patterns among different POI sets based

on semantic trajectories, and find out the association rules

among different POI sets that reflect the behavior habits of

users, such as shopping. Therefore, it has a wide application

prospect in indoor location-based services.
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The strength of association between indoor POIs is

determined by many factors. To measure the strength

of association between indoor POIs, multiple information

should also be taken into consideration. Traditional associa-

tion rule algorithms based on support-confidence constraint

framework [14], such as the classic Apriori algorithm [5],

DHP algorithm [15] and FP-growth algorithm [16], only use

co-occurrence frequency and conditional probability between

POI sets to measure the association strength of itemsets when

mining the association rules between different POI sets in

indoor semantic trajectory set, while ignoring the potential

association information of spatial proximity trend and seman-

tic trend between POIs in indoor environment. This leads to

the fact that many weak association rules are involved in the

mining results, which have low application value in indoor

location-based service.

In view of this, this paper, by adding a network embed-

ding algorithm [17] to its calculation process, puts forward

a new constraint condition of tuple-relation, node2vec [18],

considering the semantic information such as category

attribute, price interval and spatial distance information

between indoor POIs, synthesizing multiple potential associ-

ation between indoor POIs, so as to better measure the asso-

ciation strength between indoor POI sets in association rules.

By adding tuple-relation constraint to traditional association

rule algorithm FP-growth, a new R-FP-growth (tuple-relation

frequent pattern growth) association rule mining algorithm

based on support-confidence-relation constraint framework

is formed. When measuring the association strength of shop

POI in rules such as ‘‘Nike → Adidas’’, we first consider

the co-occurrence probability and conditional probability of

users visiting two shops, and then take the semantic and spa-

tial information such as whether two shops belong to the same

clothing category or sports category, whether the price ranges

of two shops are similar, and the distance between two shops

as the side information. This comprehensive measurement of

the association strength between shops from various aspects

greatly improves the quality of association rule mining

results and their application value in indoor location-based

services.

The contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1) A new concept ‘tuple-relation’ is proposed to enhance

the traditional support-confidence constraint framework of

association rules. It represents a new constraint condition

that incorporates multiple potential association information

between indoor POIs.

(2) Based on this new measure, a novel indoor association

rule mining algorithm R-FP-growth is designed to improve

the quality and application value of the mining results of

association rules in indoor environment, through considering

both co-occurrence probability and conditional probability.

(3) The proposed approach is evaluated by using

a real, continuous indoor trajectory, which includes

1,713,130 indoor trajectories and 25,794,539 location points

over a period of two days. Results reveal the advantages of

our approach compared to traditional FP-growth algorithm.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 sum-

marizes the related work; Section 3 illustrates the con-

cept of tuple-relation and proposes R-FP-growth algorithm;

Section 4 reports the experimental results and data analysis.

Finally, Section 5 concludes the proposed approach, and

presents several aspects of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Given a data set, the problem of mining association rules

can be transformed into the process of finding out the asso-

ciation rules that meet the minimum support and confi-

dence threshold, which is mainly divided into two parts:

(1) generating frequent itemsets, i.e., finding out the itemsets

that meet the minimum support threshold; (2) generating

association rules, i.e., finding out the rules that meet the

minimum confidence threshold in frequent itemsets [19]. The

former part focuses on how to improve the efficiency of gen-

erating frequent itemsets, while the latter part focuses on how

to improve the quality and application value of generating

association rules.

In order to improve the efficiency of generating frequent

itemsets in association rule algorithm, Park et al. [15] pro-

pose an algorithm to generate frequent itemsets based on

hash technology. The algorithm uses the cost of generating

hash table and storage space of data set in exchange for the

improvement of algorithm performance. Savasere [20] pro-

pose a partition-based algorithm that scans the database only

twice during execution, significantly improving the perfor-

mance of the algorithm; Han et al. [16] propose a FP-growth

mining method that finds frequent itemsets without gener-

ating candidate sets. In the process of generating frequent

itemsets, a divide-and-conquer strategy is used to generate

suffix itemsets from the bottom up and construct a conditional

FP-tree, which greatly improves Efficiency of generating

frequent itemsets. Zaki and Gouda [21] propose an algorithm

based on diffset data structure, dECLAT, which tracks only

the difference of candidate patterns in producing frequent

patterns, which greatly reduces the memory needed to store

intermediate results. Uno et al [22] propose an algorithm

LCM based on enumeration of reserved extensions, which is

efficient and one of the most important ones so far [23].

In order to improve the quality and application value

of association rule mining results, researchers have done

a lot in this area. Agrawal and Srikan [24] introduce the

concept of interest index to find rules of interest to users;

Klemettinen et al. [25] use the form of rule template to prune

redundant and unintentional rules; Zhong and Liao et al. [26]

introduce the concept of weighted dual confidence to reduce

a large number of unintentional results and find interesting

negative association rules; Wei et al. [27] propose a new

matching method to replace the confidence constraints of

traditional association rules algorithm, and the rules gener-

ated by the improved method are highly correlated; Zaki [28]

proposes a new constraint framework based on the concept

of closed itemsets, and finally proves the new framework

can reduce association rules with low value; Wei et al. [29]
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add corresponding weight to frequent itemsets in the process

of generating association rules, putting forward the method

of weighted association rules for the first time with better

results. Although the above methods have achieved good

results, yet they are not specifically for the improvement of

special indoor environment.

At present, there are few researches on association rules in

indoor environment. This paper focuses on how to improve

the quality and application value of the results generated by

association rules algorithm in indoor environment. Firstly,

a constraint condition of tuple-relation is proposed to fuse the

potential association information such as semantics and space

between indoor POI sets. Then, a newR-FP-growth algorithm

is proposed by combining tuple-relation with FP-growth

algorithm, which greatly improves the association and appli-

cation value of association rule mining results in indoor

environment.

III. METHODOLOGY

Trajectory data has the characteristics of large data volume,

fast update frequency, and low value density, resulting in low

mining efficiency and unsatisfactory results based on original

trajectory. Therefore, Alvares et al. [13] propose the concept

of semantic trajectory, smaller in volume, higher in quality,

and better in reflecting the user behavior than the original

trajectory. In this paper, the association rules between indoor

POIs are explored based on indoor semantic trajectory. For

easier understanding, the method proposed in this article will

be explained in an indoor shopping mall environment. POI

in shopping mall mainly refers to one shop. The relevant

definitions of semantic trajectory and association rules are

given as follows:

Definition 1 (Trajectory): A trajectory traj = {pti}
n
i=1 is

a sequence of point pti =
(

id, xi, yi, ti, f i
)

in chronological

order, where id, xi, yi, ti, f i respectively represent the unique

identification of the user, longitude, latitude, time of acquisi-

tion and floor identification of the point.

Definition 2 (Stay Point): The stay point sp = (s, f , t in,

tout , x, y), as shown by the black point in Fig. 1, represents

the POI that the user stays for more than a certain time, where

sand f respectively represent the semantic name and floor

identification of POI, tin and tout respectively indicate the time

when the user enters and leaves POI, and x =
∑n

i=1 xi
/

n and

y =
∑n

i=1 yi
/

n, represent the mean of longitude and latitude

of trajectory points in POI within a certain time range.

FIGURE 1. An example of semantic trajectory.

Definition 3 (Semantic Trajectory): The semantic trajec-

tory st = {si}
n
i=1 is a sequence of POI semantic names

with n stay points in chronological order. The user’s original

trajectory in Fig. 1 is represented by POI semantic name

sequence <Nike, Converse, Vans>. Semantic trajectory set

ST =
{

traji
}n

i=1
is a set consisting of all user semantic

trajectories.

Definition 4 (Itemset): The total itemset TI =
{

sj
}n

j=1
is

a set of n unique POI semantic names. Itemset I =
{

sj
}m

j=1
is a subset of the total itemset TI , where m<=n. Frequent

itemsets are itemsets whose support meets the minimum

support Smin.

Definition 5 (Association Rule): Set the itemset IX, IY,

where IX ⊆ TI , IY ⊆ TI , and IX ∩ IY = ∅, the association

rule is a logical implication of the form IX → IY that satisfies

the minimum confidence threshold Cmin, i.e., IX occurs first

and IY occurs later. Among them, IX and IY are also called

the pre-itemset and post-itemset of association rules. A rule

that has not yet been determined to satisfy Cmin is a candidate

rule.

Definition 6 (Support): The support of the associa-

tion rule S(IX→IY) = N (IX∪IY)
/

N (All) represents the

co-occurrence probability that the user has been to the

pre-itemset and post-itemset in the association rule, where

N (IX∪IY) represents the number of users who simultaneously

contain IX and IY in ST, and N (All) represents the total

number of users.

Definition 7 (Confidence): The confidence of the associa-

tion rule C(IX → IY) = N(IX∪IY)
/

N(IX) is the conditional

probability that the user first goes to the set IX and then goes to

the set IY, where N(IX→IY) is the number of users including

IX and IY in ST, and N(IX) is the number of users including

IX in ST.

Definition 8 (Indoor POI Network): Indoor POI network

G= (V ,E) is a directed weighted network constructed on

user’s semantic trajectory. V is the set of nodes in the net-

work, each representing a POI. E is the set of directed edges

between nodes in the network, each connecting two orderly

nodes, from the first to the second, indicating the order in

which user accesses POI. Wij, the weight of the directed edge

of node vi pointing to node vj, represents the total number of

times the user first goes to the POI represented by node vi
and then goes to the POI represented by node vj. Fig. 2 is

a simple example of an indoor shop network generated by

users’ semantic trajectories in an indoor shopping mall. A,

B, C, D, E, F represent six different shops, among which the

weight of the directed edge between D and A in Fig. 2 (b) is 2,

because both User 1 and User 3 first visit D and then visit A.

A. TUPLE - RELATION

Trajectory is generated by a user’s special behavior activ-

ities between indoor POIs. In the mall, the user performs

shopping behavior between different shops for consumption

purposes, the semantic or spatial features of shops such as

spatial distance, shop type, and prices of shop items affect
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FIGURE 2. An example of shop network generated by users’ semantic
trajectories of shopping mall. (a) User semantic trajectories of shopping
mall; (b) Shop network.

the shopping behavior of users and are reflected in user

trajectory. The features of shops can reflect the associa-

tion between shops. In order to extract multiple features

of shops, and to comprehensively measure the association

strength between shop sets in the candidate rules, this paper

first converts user’s original trajectory into user’s semantic

trajectory, and then builds a shop network based on user’s

semantic trajectory. Here, the network embedding algorithm

node2vec is introduced, which defines the concepts of net-

work homogeneity and structural equivalence. Shops with the

same homogeneity or structural equivalence have semantic

or spatial potential associations. Node2vec can automatically

learn multiple features of a shop through a neural network

and embed the shop into a feature vector matrix in the form

of feature vectors, and then calculate the feature vector cor-

responding to the shop set based on the feature vector matrix.

And finally, the tuple-relation between the feature vectors

is calculated based on the cosine similarity. The greater the

tuple-relation, the stronger the association strength. Given an

association rule of IX → IY , the calculation equations of the

tuple-relation are shown in (1)-(4):
{

IX = {Ixε}
v
ε=1, v ∈ N ∗

IY = {Iyε}
u
ε=1, u ∈ N ∗

(1)

{⇀
Vxε = M (Ixε)
⇀
Vyε = M (Iyε)

(2)















⇀
VX = {

∑v
ε=1

⇀
Vxε(i)

v
}mi=1, m∈N ∗

⇀
VY = {

∑u
ε=1

⇀
Vxε(i)

u
}mi=1, m ∈ N ∗

(3)

R =

∑m
k=1

⇀
VX (k) ×

⇀
VY (k)

√

∑m
k=1

⇀
VX (k)

2
×

√

∑m
k=1

⇀
VY (k)

2
(4)

In Equation (1): Ixε represents the shop name, IX and IY
represent the set of multiple shop names; v and u represent

the number of shops in the set. In Equation (2):
⇀
Vxε and

⇀
Vyε represent the feature vector corresponding to each shop

name Ixε;M (Ixε) represents the feature vector corresponding

to the shop name from the shop feature vector matrix M.

In Equation (3):
⇀
VX and

⇀
VY represent feature vectors cor-

responding to IX and IY shop sets, which is obtained by

summing and averaging the corresponding vectors of the

shops in the shop set; m represents the vector dimension.

In Equation (4): the tuple-relation R is obtained by calculating

the cosine value between the two vectors
⇀
VX and

⇀
VY ;

⇀
VX (k)

and
⇀
VY (k) respectively represent the k-th value of the vector.

The value range of R is [−1, 1]: when R = −1, the angle

between the two vectors is 180 degrees, which is opposite in

the vector space, indicating that the association between the

two vectors is the weakest; when R= 0, the angle between the

two vectors is 90 degrees, which is orthogonal in the vector

space, indicating that the association between the two vectors

is weak; when R = 1, the angle between the two vectors is

0 degree, and the directions are the same in the vector space,

when the association between the shop sets represented by
⇀
VX

and
⇀
VY is the strongest.

The feature vector matrix M of the shop in Equation (2)

is an important part in the calculation of the tuple-relation.

In order to obtain the matrix M shown in Fig. 3 (a), the con-

structed shop network G= (V ,E) is taken as the input of

node2vec algorithm. The second-order random walk method

is used to sample the adjacent nodes of a node, then the

random walk sequence training set of the shop nodes shown

in Fig. 3 (b) is obtained. In the process of representing

shop nodes as feature vectors, network homogeneity and

structural equivalence of shop nodes are preserved. Finally,

the skip-gram neural network model shown in Fig. 3 (c) is

used to train the training set to obtain the matrixM containing

the feature vectors of all shop nodes in Fig. 3 (d).

In the process of using skip-gram neural network model to

extract shop features, the problem is defined as the maximum

likelihood optimization problem. Given the network G =

(V ,E), let f :V→ Rd be the mapping function of node to

feature representation, d the dimension of network embed-

ding, and f the matrix of size |V| × d. For each node u ∈ V ,

Ns(u) ∈ V is defined as the neighborhood node generated by

the second-order random walk of node u.

The optimization goal of feature learning is to maximize

the probability that nodes in the neighborhood will appear on

the condition that the node is u. F (u) represents the mapping

function of node u mapped to the feature vector.

max

f

∑

u∈V
logPr(NS (u)|f (u)) (5)

Tomake the optimization problem simpler, two hypotheses

are made:

(1) Hypothesis of conditional independence. Assuming

that the neighboring nodes of node u appear indepen-

dently of each other, the optimization goal will become:

Pr (NS (u) | f (u)) =
∏

ni∈NS (u)
Pr(ni| f (u)) (6)

(2) Hypothesis of feature space symmetry. It is assumed

that nodes are symmetrical to each other, and all nodes

are under the same space. Since it is under the same
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FIGURE 3. Calculation process of shop feature vector matrix M. (a) Shop network; (b) Random walk sequences; (c) Skip-gram neural network model;
(d) Shop feature vector matrix M.

feature space, the conditional likelihood of a node and

its neighboring nodes will be transformed into the fol-

lowing form:

Pr(ni| f (u) =
exp(f (ni)·f (u))

∑

v∈V exp(f (v) · f (u))
) (7)

Based on these two hypotheses, the final objective function

f can be optimized as follows:

max

f

∑

u∈V
[−logZu +

∑

ni∈NS (u)
f (ni)·f (u)] (8)

Zu =
∑

v∈V exp(f (u)·f (v)) in Equation (8) is a normaliza-

tion factor, which is optimized by using a negative sampling

technique. According to the final objective function f , a shop

feature vector matrix M is generated. In fact, for the same

shop network, the shop feature vector matrix M can be given

in advance, and the process of using the Skip-gram neural

network model to extract the shop feature vector matrix M

can be carried out just once.

B. R-FP-GROWTH

Mining association rules in a data set is actually a pro-

cess of finding out association rules that satisfy constraints.

Traditional FP-growth algorithmfirst mines frequent itemsets

in the data set, then generates candidate rules based on fre-

quent itemsets, and finally generates association rules based

on confidence constraint. R-FP-growth algorithm introduces

the network embedding algorithm node2vec to generate the

shop feature matrix M, and then combines the tuple-relation

generated by M with traditional support-confidence con-

straint framework to form a new support-confidence-relation

constraint framework, This way can remove the rules that

meet the support and confidence constraints but that have

weak association, so as to improve the accuracy of the algo-

rithm. The overall flow of the R-FP-growth algorithm is

shown in Algorithm 1.

In the process of filtering candidate rules with the new

constraint framework, as is shown in Equation (9), the confi-

dence C of the candidate rule is first calculated, followed by

determining whether or not the confidence C of the candidate

rule is greater than the minimum confidence Cmin. If not,

Algorithm 1 Indoor Association Rule Mining Algorithm

Input: Semantic trajectory dataset: ST

Support threshold: Smin
Confidence threshold: Cmin
Tuple-relation threshold: Rmin
Hyper parameters of node2vec: network, d

Output: Shop association rules: AssociationRules

function R-FP-growth (ST , Smin,Cmin,Rmin):

// Build fptree

1: fptree = fptreeEstablish (ST , Smin)

// Mine shop frequent itemsets

2: frequentItemsets = fpMine (fptree , Smin)

// Calculate the shop feature vector matrix M

3: M = node2vec (network, d)

4: for itemset in frequentItemsets:

// Generate candidate rules

5: candidateRules = crulesMine (itemset)

6: for candidateRule in candidateRules:

// Calculating candidate rule confidence C

7: C = confidenceCalculation (candidateRule)

// Filter candidate rules

8: if C >= Cmin :

// Calculate candidate rule tuple-relation R

9: R = tuple-relationCalculation (candidateRule, M)

10: if R > Rmin:

11: AssociationRules.append (candidateRule)

12: return AssociationRules

13: end R-FP-growth

it indicates that the rule’s credibility is not high, and delete

it directly; if yes, continue to calculate the tuple-relation R

of the candidate rule, and then determine whether or not the

R is greater than the minimum tuple-relation Rmin. If not,

it means that the rule is not strongly associated and delete

it directly; if yes, it means that the rule has strong credibility

and association, and has practical application value, keep the

rule.










C < Cmin → Delete

C ≥ Cmin and R < Rmin → Delete

C ≥ Cmin and R≥Rmin → Save

(9)
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. DATA AND PROCESSING

The experimental part of this paper uses real indoor trajec-

tory point data set and vector data of a shopping mall in

Jinan City, China. The trajectory point data set is collected

through the Wi-Fi sensor in the shopping mall. Once the

user’s smartphone is connected to the Wi-Fi in the shopping

mall, the Wi-Fi fingerprinting positioning method [30] will

obtain the user’s position. The mall shop vector data contains

a total of 489 shops. The Wi-Fi positioning trajectory data

covers eight floors of the mall from 23 December 2017 to

24 December 2017, with a total of 1,713,130 user trajectories

and 25,794,539 trajectory points. The data format of Wi-Fi

positioning trajectory points is shown in Table 1. Each col-

umn in the table represents the user’s unique identification,

sampling time, X coordinate, Y coordinate, and the floor

where the user is located. The user trajectory points are

connected in chronological order to form the user trajectory.

An example of user trajectory points, trajectory, and shop

vector data is shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE 1. Trajectory point data format details.

Because the indoor environment is very complicated,

the positioning sensor signals are easily affected by reflec-

tion, occlusion, and attenuation, resulting in insufficient

accuracy, incomplete recording, and positioning errors [31].

In order not to affect the experimental results, we clean the

following types of data:

(1) Meaningless user trajectories, i.e., users with too few

trajectory points and too short stay in the mall.

(2) Time anomaly points, such as abnormal trajectory

points with a sampling interval of 0 and beyond normal

business hours of the mall.

(3) Spatial anomaly points, i.e. the trajectory points that

deviate from the normal space of the mall.

(4) Floor anomaly points, e.g. the floor of a point is the sec-

ond floor in one second, but it reaches the fifth floor in

the next second, contrary to common sense.

The total number of trajectories after data cleaning

is 29008, and the total number of trajectory points is 171534.

We use this as a basis to cite Indoor-STDBSCAN algorithm

in [32], [33] to identify the user’s stay points, and then

perform semantic position matching to obtain 10521 user

semantic trajectories, then remove the semantic trajectories

with less than 5 sequences, and finally get 8063User semantic

trajectories, detailed information is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Examples of user semantic trajectory.

B. EVALUATION METRICS

The effectiveness of the association rule algorithm

requires quantitative indicators for evaluation. As is shown

in Equations (10) and (11), accuracy and lift [34]–[36] are

FIGURE 4. User trajectory examples. (a) An entire trajectory of a user; (b) A part of a user’s trajectory on one floor.
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used to evaluate R-FP-growth algorithm proposed in this

paper. Here, lift appear as one of the two most promising

quality measures to be used as metrics in association rule

mining problem [36], which has been widely used to evaluate

association rule mining results [37]–[40].

accuracy =
Ntrue

Nall
(10)

lift(IX → IY ) =
P(IX IY )

P(IX )P(IY )
(11)

In Equation (10): Accuracy indicates the accuracy of the

association rule algorithm, i.e., the ratio of the number of

valid rules Ntrue to the total number of rules Nall in the

association rule mining result, which uses lift to determine

whether a certain rule is valid. In Equation (11): IX and IY are

the pre-itemset and post-itemset of association rules. P(IX )

represents the probability of IX occurrence, P(IY ) represents

the probability of IY occurrence, and P(IX IY ) represents the

probability of IX , IY occurring simultaneously. Lift is actually

the ratio of the probability of occurrence of IY when IX occurs

to the probability of occurrence of IY without considering

any factors. It reflects the degree of interaction between IX
and IY . The threshold of lift is [0, +∞]. When the lift of

an association rule is 1, it indicates that IX and IY of the

association rule do not affect each other, hence such a rule is

almost meaningless. When the lift is less than 1, it indicates

that the occurrence of IX will inhibit the occurrence of IY ,

and the application value is low. When the lift is greater

than 1, it indicates that the occurrence of IX will promote

the occurrence of IY , which is the rule required by most

application scenes. Therefore, this paper regards association

rules with a lift less than or equal to 1 as invalid association

rules, and those with greater than 1 as valid association rules.

C. VARIABLE ESTIMATION

The hyper-parameters of R-FP-growth algorithm mainly

include the minimum support Smin, the minimum confidence

Cmin, and the minimum tuple-relation Rmin. In order to deter-

mine the optimal hyperparameters of the algorithm, this paper

uses the control variable method in order to obtain the optimal

parameter value combination of the algorithm.

Let the Rmin be 0 and observe the relationship between Smin

and the accuracy of the algorithm under different Cmin val-

ues, where Smin∈{0.002,0.004,0.006,0.008,0.01,0.012}, and

Cmin ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. As is shown in Fig. 5,

under different Cmin, as Smin increases, the accuracy generally

shows a downward trend; but when Cmin is 0.4 or 0.5, the

curve has a small upward trend in the Smin band of 0.004

∼ 0.006. The accuracy of the algorithm is the highest when

Smin = 0.006 and Cmin = 0.5, so the R-FP-growth algorithm

is set to Smin = 0.006 and Cmin = 0.5.

After determining the minimum support Smin and the mini-

mum confidence Cmin, In order to select the appropriate value

of the minimum tuple-relation Rmin, we continue to observe

the impact of the Rmin on the accuracy of R-FP-growth

algorithm. As is shown in Fig. 6, with the increase of Rmin,

FIGURE 5. Accuracy variation of R-FP-growth under different Cmin.

FIGURE 6. Accuracy variation of R-FP-growth.

the accuracy curve of the algorithm presents a trend of first

stable, then rising, and finally stable change, and reaches

the highest point when Rmin = 0.7, so the minimum

tuple-relation Rmin = 0.7, the three optimal parameters

of Smin, Cmin and Rmin of R-FP-growth algorithm are {0.006,

0.5, 0.7}.

D. COMPARISON OF TUPLE-RELATIONS BASED ON FOUR

DIFFERENT SIMILARITIES

The cosine similarity calculation method used in this paper

is compared with the three common vector similarity cal-

culation methods of Euclidean distance, Manhattan dis-

tance, and Chebyshev distance, to verify the validity of the

cosine similarity-based tuple-relation in this paper. The tuple-

relations calculated based on four different similarities are

represented by R_C, R_ED, R_MD, and R_CD, respectively.

Set the minimum support Smin to 0.006, and observe the

influence of four different tuple-relation on the accuracy of

the mining results of R-FP-growth algorithm under different

minimum confidences Cmin, where the Cmin ∈ {0.3, 0.4,

0.5}. Fig. 7 (a) shows the effect of R_C on the accuracy of

R-FP-growth algorithm. Among the different Cmin values,

changes in each curve are generally consistent. As Rmin

increases, each curve as a whole shows a trend of stability

first, then rises, and then stabilizes, and rises to the highest
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FIGURE 7. Effect of different tuple-relation on R-FP-growth accuracy. (a) Effect of R_C on algorithm
accuracy; (b) Effect of R_ED on algorithm accuracy; (c) Effect of R_MD on algorithm accuracy; (d) Effect
of R_CD on algorithm accuracy.

point when Cmin = 0.5 and Rmin = 0.7. Fig. 7 (b) and

(c) show the effects of R_ED and R_MD on the accuracy

of R-FP-growth algorithm. The curves in the two images

fluctuate greatly, but the overall curves first decline, then rise,

and then tend to be stable, both reaching the highest point

under (Cmin = 0.5, Rmin = 1.8), (Cmin = 0.5, Rmin = 16)

respectively. Fig. 7 (d) shows the effect of R_CD on the

accuracy of R-FP-growth algorithm. As Rmin increases, each

curve in the image first decreases, then stabilizes and obtains

the highest accuracy when Cmin = 0.5 and Rmin = 0.1.

After determining the optimal parameters of the algo-

rithm under four different tuple-relations, the accuracy

obtained by R-FP-growth algorithm based on four differ-

ent tuple-relations is compared, as is shown in Fig. 8. the

accuracy of R-FP-growth algorithm based on four kinds

of tuple-relation is 87%, 77%, 76.9%, 74%, respectively.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of the accuracy of four tuple-relation.

Experimental results show that the choice of different

tuple-relation calculation methods will affect the accuracy

of the algorithm. We choose the tuple-relation calculation

method based on cosine similarity, because the relation is

calculated based on the feature vector matrix generated by

the network embedding algorithm node2vec, and the inner

product of the vector is used in the process of generating the

feature vector matrix. So, using cosine similarity of vectors

to calculate the degree of correlation is theoretically the

most reasonable way. When comparing the effects of four

different tuple-relation calculation methods on cosine, Euro-

pean distance, Manhattan distance, and Chebyshev distance

on the accuracy of the algorithm, the tuple-relation calcula-

tion method based on cosine similarity obtains an accuracy

of 87%, significantly higher than that of the other three

calculation methods, which also proves the rationality of the

tuple-relation calculation method based on cosine similarity.

E. COMPARISON WITH FP-GROWTH

In order to verify R-FP-growth algorithm to improve the

quality of association rule results, R-FP-growth algorithm is

compared with traditional FP-growth algorithm to prove the

superiority of the former.

Set the minimum support Smin of the two algorithms to

0.006, and then compare the accuracy of FP-growth algorithm

when the minimum confidence Cmin is 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 with

that of R-FP-growth algorithm. As is shown in Fig. 9, the

accuracy of FP-growth algorithm when Cmin is 0.3, 0.4 and

0.5 is 43.2%, 54.4% and 68%, respectively, which are lower

than the accuracy of R-FP-growth algorithm by 87%. It is
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of accuracy between R-FP-growth and FP-growth.

proved that superiority of R-FP-growth algorithm. At the

same time, it is found that the accuracy change of FP-growth

algorithm is the same as that of R-FP-growth algorithm

in Fig. 5 when the tuple-relation is 0, which explains why

we set the minimum support Smin to 0.006.

FP-growth algorithm based on support-confidence con-

straint framework only considers the co-occurrence and con-

ditional probabilities between the sets of shops, yet cannot

well measure the association between the sets of shops,

which causes the algorithm to have more weakly associ-

ated rules in the results of mining shop association rules,

and that is why FP-growth algorithm gets lower accuracy

in experiments. However, R-FP-growth algorithm is based

on FP-growth algorithm, and considers multiple potential

spatial and semantic association information between the set

of shops, which can better measure the strength of association

between association rules. Therefore, the invalid rules with

low association strength are filtered out, and the accuracy of

the algorithm is significantly improved.

In order to compare and analyze the running time of this

method more fully, we divide the data set with 8063 semantic

trajectories into 5 data sets with different volumes and dif-

ferent number of trajectories, with the number of trajectories

occupying 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% respectively.

As is shown in Figure 10, the ordinate represents the running

time of the algorithm and the abscissa represents the number

of tracks in the data set as a percentage of the number of tracks

in the original data set. It can be seen from the figure that

the running time of the R-FP-growth algorithm is slightly

increased compared with the FP-growth algorithm, but the

running time of the two algorithms on the whole is not much

different.

Because the R-FP-growth algorithm adds the tuple-relation

calculation part on the basis of the FP-growth algorithm,

it will increase the time complexity of the algorithm, which

makes the operation time of the algorithm slightly increase

compared with the FP-growth, and the operation efficiency

is reduced, but the loss of this little running efficiency will

result in a significant improvement in the quality of the

mining results, which we think is worthwhile. It has to be

FIGURE 10. Comparison of running time between R-FP-growth and
FP-growth.

noted that the efficiency of the algorithm does have room for

improvement, which is also the need for further improvement

in our future work.

F. DISCUSSION

In special indoor environment, the spatial and semantic

association information between POIs will greatly affect

the behavior of users. Traditional association rule algorithm

based on support-confidence constraint framework only uses

co-occurrence frequency and conditional probability between

POI sets to mine the association rules. It cannot well mea-

sure the strength of the association between indoor POI

sets and therefore it is not applicable to the mining of

association rules in indoor environment. Meanwhile, there

are few studies on improving the quality of association

rule mining results in indoor environment. Therefore, this

paper proposes R-FP-growth algorithm, which takes into

account co-occurrence and conditional probabilities between

indoor POI sets, and introduces tuple-relation constraint.

In the process of calculating tuple-relation, the network

embedding algorithm is introduced to extract multiple poten-

tial spatial and semantic association information between

indoor POIs, so that the algorithm can better measure the

strength of associations between indoor POI sets, signifi-

cantly improving the accuracy of algorithm Rate and quality

of mining results. Because the algorithm considers the spatial

and semantic association information between POIs, it also

greatly increases the application value of association rules in

indoor location-based services.

This paper mainly describes R-FP-growth algorithm in

indoor shopping mall scene, but the algorithm is also applica-

ble in other indoor scenes such as hospitals or airports. In dif-

ferent indoor scenes, although the types of POIs are different

and the user’s purpose is different, the spatial and semantic

information between POIs will affect user behavior and be

reflected in user trajectories. The method in this paper can

be used to extract the spatial and semantic features between

POIs, to calculate the tuple-relation between POIs, and finally
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to generate POI association rules in different indoor scenes.

It should be noted that the optimal parameter combination

of support, confidence and tuple-relation may be different in

different indoor scenes, so parameters need to be adjusted in

different indoor scenes. And because the method in this paper

is mainly designed for indoor scenes, it may not be applicable

to other outdoor scenes.

The tuple-relation constraint proposed in this paper can

be combined not only with FP-growth algorithm, but also

with other association rule mining methods. The reason why

we chose the FP-growth algorithm is that it operates with

relatively high efficiency, and that the calculation process of

tuple-relation has low coupling with other modules of the

algorithm. Therefore, tuple-relation can be combined with

association rule algorithms such as Apriori and DHP to mine

association rules in indoor environment to achieve equally

good results, with difference in calculation efficiency.

The POI feature matrix is obtained through a skip-gram

neural network in our article; therefore, for the same data

set, although the vector matrix obtained each time through

the neural network may be different, the distance between the

vectors of each node is relatively stable because the objective

function optimized by the neural network at each time the

matrix is generated is the same. Our final goal is to compute

the distance between nodes through the vector matrix, so the

process of using the neural network to generate the node

feature vector matrix for the same data set is only once, and

the vector matrix can be fixed beforehand. In fact, for the

indoor place A, with a relatively rich data set, we only need

to get the feature vector matrix of the POI node of place A

according to this data set in advance, and we only need to

use this matrix when calculating the distance or similarity

between the nodes in the subsequent calculation, and we do

not have to extract the matrix again. But for indoor place B,

it is necessary to re-extract its POI node feature vector matrix

according to the data set of place B, and the matrix obtained

from the data set of place A can no longer be used.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a new method for mining POI associ-

ation rules based on tuple-relation in indoor environment.

This method can mine indoor POIs with strong association

based on the semantic trajectory of indoor users and serve

indoor location applications. In order to better measure the

association strength of indoor POIs, after considering poten-

tial association information such as spatial proximity trend

and semantic trend between indoor POIs, the concept of

tuple-relation is proposed for the first time by combining a

network embedding algorithm with an association rule min-

ing algorithm. Then, in order to improve the quality of associ-

ation rule mining results and their application value in indoor

location-based services, a new R-FP-growth association rule

mining algorithm is proposed by combining tuple-relation

with traditional association rule mining algorithm FP-growth.

Finally, experiments are performed on a real indoor Wi-Fi

positioning trajectory dataset. Experimental results prove the

effectiveness of the proposed method and the rationality of

the tuple-relation calculation method.

In future work, the following aspects will be further

studied: (1) to further validate the proposed algorithm using

more types of indoor data (such as airport trajectory data

and hospital trajectory data); (2) to improve the operating

efficiency of the algorithm.
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